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ACADIENCE
READING
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Acadience Reading is a universal screener administered in elementary schools to identify
students’ strengths and weaknesses. Teachers use data from Acadience to inform the
level of support needed in their classrooms. Acadience data are used in two ways: 1) to
assess the performance level of readers 2) to measure if students are reading on grade
level. A student “At Benchmark” indicates they have the necessary skills that will likely
lead to success as a reader. 
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Acadience Reading is also used to identify the percent of students in grades 1-3 'Reading on
Grade Level.' This is reported as the percent of students meeting or exceeding the Lexile cut score
for their grade level on the end of year Acadience Reading assessment. The Lexile cut scores are
determined by equating the Acadience Reading Composite Score to a Lexile level. 'Reading on
Grade Level' is a more rigorous standard than the criteria for performing at or above benchmark.
The chart below compares district performance to state performance. 
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Pathways of Progress (POP) is an Acadience Reading measurement of student
progress calculating growth between the beginning and end of year assessments.
POP compares students of similar skill levels, and classifies them into one of five
categories as indicated by their growth. Utah State Board of Education has
established a state growth goal for literacy requiring 60% of first through third grade
students to make typical, above typical, or well above typical growth from beginning
of year (BOY) to end of year (EOY) as measured by POP.
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Administration of the Readiness Improvement
Success Empowerment (RISE) summative tests
occurs at the end of each school year. RISE is an
adaptive test measuring student proficiency in
English language arts (ELA), mathematics, and
science. The ELA and mathematics RISE are
administered to students in 3rd-8th grades.
Additionally, 4th-8th graders are assessed in
science. Granite District’s Strategic Goals
include a goal to increase RISE ELA and
mathematics proficiency rates by 1% each year.

3 Year Trend: RISE Percentage 
Proficient (Grades 3-8)

2021-2022 RISE Percentage Proficient
by Subject and Grade

2021-2022 District RISE 
Percentage Proficient
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Utah Aspire Plus (UA+) is a combination of Utah Core and ACT Aspire test items.
Administered as an end of grade-level test, it is a fixed form, computer delivered test for
9th and 10th graders. The assessment includes four subtests: reading, English,
mathematics, and science. The results provide proficiency scores for 9th and 10th grade
students in English language arts (combined reading and English results), mathematics,
and science. Additionally, a predictive ACT score is generated at the individual student
level.
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In Utah, the state offers the American College Testing (ACT) for all juniors enrolled in public
schools. The ACT has four subtests: reading, English, mathematics, and science. A composite
score is generated including all four subtests. The ACT focuses more on critical thinking,
problem solving, and reading comprehension than on testing existing knowledge. Many
colleges and universities require the ACT for admissions as an indicator of college and career
preparedness. The state accountability system uses the percent of students with a
composite score of 18 or higher on the ACT as one indicator of postsecondary readiness.
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Composite
District State

18.419.8 18.6
19.6

18.4
19.8

English
District State

17.318.8 17.518.5
17.418.6

Reading District State

19.120.6 19.220.2 19.020.7

Math
District State

18.219.4 18.0
19.3 19.3 17.9

Science
District State

18.620.0 19.019.9 18.819.9
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Graduation rates are calculated using a four year cohort as designated by federal
requirements.  The calculation divides the number of graduates by the number of
students in a cohort. Assignment of students to cohorts occurs upon entering 9th grade  
with the assumption that graduation will occur in four years. For example, the students
who began as 9th graders in the 2018-2019 school year are reported as the 2021-2022
cohort below. Granite District’s Strategic Goals include a goal to increase the four-year
graduation rate by 1% each year.

2021-2022 Graduation Rates
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5 Year Trend: High School Graduation Rates by School

5 Year Trend: High School Graduation Rate
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The purpose of the Utah State Board of Education’s School Accountability System (SAS) is
to encourage schools to support student performance, student growth, and create
supportive learning environments. It informs schools of opportunities for growth and
identifies schools that require significant support for improvement. The SAS determines
K-8 school performance through evaluating student academic achievement, student
growth, English learner progress, and growth of the lowest performing 25% of students.
Evaluation of high schools, grades 9-12, includes the same indicators with the addition of
postsecondary readiness as measured by ACT scores, four-year graduation rate, and
college or career readiness coursework. Each category is assigned a specific number of
points which are weighted according to state policy for a final rating. The intention of the
final rating is to demonstrate overall school performance. School results can be found at
https://utahschoolgrades.schools.utah.gov/.

STATE ACCOUNTABILITY
SYSTEM RESULTS FOR
GRANITE SCHOOL
DISTRICT 
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https://utahschoolgrades.schools.utah.gov/
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To find your school’s results as determined by accountability indicators, visit
https://utahschoolgrades.schools.utah.gov/
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2021-2022 SCHOOL RISE
PERCENT PROFICIENT BY SUBJECT
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